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ABSTRACT: A novel, low-cost, and disposable thread-based
electrofluidic analytical method employing isotachophoresis
(ITP) was developed for demonstrating surface DNA hybrid-
ization. This approach was based on graphene oxide (GO) surface-
functionalized zones on nylon threads as a binding platform to trap
a fluorescently labeled isotachophoretically focused single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) band, resulting in quenching of the fluorescence,
which signaled quantitative trapping. In the event of an
isotachophoretically focused complementary DNA (cDNA) band
passing over the GO-trapped ssDNA zone, surface hybridization of
the ssDNA and cDNA to form double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) band occurred, which is released from the GO-coated zones,
resulting in restoration of the fluorescent signal as it exits the GO band and migrates further along the thread. This controllable
process demonstrates the potential of the GO-functionalized thread-based microfluidic analytical approach for DNA hybridization
and its visualization, which could be adapted into point-of-care (POC) diagnostic devices for real-world applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
DNA hybridization1 involves the formation of a double-
stranded nucleic acid (either a DNA double helix or an RNA−
DNA duplex) from two complementary single strands and can
be applied within diagnostic and bioanalytical workflows,2,3

based upon the ability of a single strand to specifically and
selectively identify its complementary target strand, at low
concentration, among a large population of unrelated DNA
sequences.4 Applications of DNA hybridization include the
determination of relatedness between species, detection of
single-base mutations, diagnosis of genetic diseases, DNA
sequencing, and DNA synthesis.4,5 However, controlled DNA
hybridization within simple microfluidic and microarray-based
platforms is nontrivial, and issues such as slow diffusion,
uncontrolled transport, and slow reaction rates often hinder
practical performance at low concentrations. Despite this,
simple, sensitive, highly selective, and cost-effective point-of-
care (POC) diagnostic platforms aimed at addressing global
health issues (such as infectious diseases), based upon
standalone microfluidics6,7 or microfluidics in combination
with microarrays,8 each exploiting the selectivity of DNA
hybridization, have been successfully developed.9−12 For
example, Song’s group reported a microfluidic concentration
device, with a maximum concentration factor of ∼800, aimed
at accelerating the surface hybridization reaction between
DNA and morpholinos to within 15 min, which could be
applied with a concentrator-enhanced microarray detection
system for diagnostic assays.13

Microfluidic thread-based analytical devices (μTADs),
which utilize threads to construct fluidic channels to perform

various analytical assays,14,15 show great potential to deliver
POC diagnostics within resource-limited situations, principally
due to low-cost, simplicity, biocompatibility, low reagent
consumption, and mechanical strength when wet.16 Where
electric fields are applied to control or manipulate the flow of
liquids across and through the threads, the term “electrofluidic
thread-based analytical devices” (eTADs) can be used to
distinguish between approaches.17 Various applications of
μTAD/eTADs have recently been reported across a variety of
areas, including cell culture analysis,18 electrochemical
detection systems,19 DNA focusing,20 metabolite analysis,17

and antibody detection.21 Thread-based systems are also
readily compatible with both optical and electrochemical
detection methods, which is significant as both fluorescent and
electrochemical tags are commonly used to enhance the
sensitivity and detection of DNA.22,23

A further advantage of the use of threads is the ease of
surface modification and, in particular, the ease of function-
alization using nanomaterials. For example, graphene oxide
(GO) (the water−soluble derivative of graphene24) has been
used to functionalize the surface of threads and yarns (e.g.,
nylon, cotton, polyester, and even pyroprotein-based fibers25)
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to form flexible and durable graphene-based electronic
textiles.26 More importantly, GO has been successfully used
to interact with DNA molecules,27−32 including for DNA
hybridization, exploiting three very advantageous properties.21

Firstly, GO, with an extremely large surface area-to-volume
ratio, provides significant capacity for the interaction and
retention of biomolecules. Secondly, GO exhibits markedly
different selectivity toward single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
over double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Thirdly, GO can be
used as a simple self-indicator of DNA adsorption, as it is a
universal fluorescence quencher29 for most fluorescent tags and
quantum dots.33

Isotachophoresis (ITP) is an electrophoretic separation
method typically carried out within capillaries. However, the
technique has gained increasing application in the area of DNA
analysis over recent years.34,35 Up to 14 000-fold increases in
DNA hybridization rates have been reported using ITP.36

Further, when compared to conventional methods,34 ITP-
enhanced microarrays were reported to provide hybridization
at a much faster rate (30 min versus 20 h) and with higher
sensitivity (∼8.2-fold). Recently, we applied ITP to isolate and
preconcentrate DNA from biological samples using a simple
eTAD prior to off-thread polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
analysis.20

In the work presented herein, an electrofluidic thread-based
method, applying ITP and incorporating a nylon thread with a
GO-coated DNA concentration zone, is demonstrated for
controlled DNA hybridization. A dye-labeled ssDNA was used
as a probe to investigate the absorption and desorption of
DNA from the GO-coated zone. ITP was used to
preconcentrate and deliver the complementary DNA into the
functionalized zone and facilitate the rapid and selective
hybridization of DNA and its subsequent controlled migration
from the GO-coated region. To the best of our knowledge, to
date, GO surface-functionalized threads, together with a
controlled on-fiber ITP electrofluidic approach, have not
been combined previously to facilitate and confirm DNA
hybridization in such a rapid, selective, and controlled manner.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Reagents and Materials. 2.1.1. Buffer Solution

Preparation. Tris-(hydroxyl methyl) amino-methane (TRIS),
4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES),
hydrochloric acid, and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (New South Wales, Australia).
Solutions were prepared in water sourced from a Milli-Q
Water Plus system by Millipore (Bedford, Massachusetts).
2.1.2. DNA Solution Preparation. 29.8 nmol of ssDNA (a

Homo sapiens tumor suppressor gene (exon segments of p53
gene) with sequence 5′-FAM (fluorescein amidite)-
CTGTCTTGAACATGAGTT-3′), 16.7 nmol of cDNA (5′-
AACTCATGTTCAAGACAG-3′), and a reconstitution sol-
ution (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mL)
were purchased from Thermo Scientific (Victoria, Australia).
0.05−5.0 μM ssDNA and cDNA solutions were prepared in
this study.
2.1.3. Nylon Thread Preparation. 100% nylon bundle

thread (diameter (Ø) of 500 μm, woolly nylon stretches
overlocking thread, QA Thread, China) was used. Nylon was
chosen here as it has been demonstrated to exhibit negligible
surface adsorption of DNA.20 The threads were sequentially
washed using Milli-Q water and methanol (100%) in an
ultrasonic bath for 10 min, which was repeated three times to
remove impurities from the surface. Subsequently, the threads
were dried at room temperature before they were plasma-
treated for 2 min at 18 W by a vacuum plasma reactor
(K1050X plasma asher (Quorum Emitech, U.K.)) to increase
the wetting and wicking properties of the thread.14,37

2.1.4. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) Solution Preparation.
The BSA powder (Sigma-Aldrich NSW, Australia) was diluted
to the desired concentration (0.5 wt %) in Milli-Q water and
filtered through a 0.22 μm Millipore filter. The BSA solutions
were freshly prepared for each experiment or were otherwise
stored at 2−4 °C to reduce protein aggregation.
2.1.5. Synthesis of Liquid Crystalline Graphene Oxide

(LCGO). Based on a previously described GO synthesis
protocol,38 LCGO was prepared from natural graphite flakes
using a chemical method with H2SO4, HNO3, H2O2, and

Figure 1. Fabrication of BSA/LCGO-coated nylon threads. (A) Thread in a 3D-printed well; (B) BSA surface functionalization on nylon thread;
(C) LCGO surface functionalization on BSA-coated nylon threads; (D) schematic image of a BSA/LCGO-coated zone on nylon thread; and (E)
optical image of BSA/LCGO-coated zone (3 mm in length) on nylon threads.
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KMnO4. Suspensions of ultra-large LCGO sheets with a lateral
size of up to ca. 100 μm were produced39 and provided by
researchers at the University of Wollongong, Australia. LCGO,
with a high aspect ratio of over 30 000,38 was used here due to
its self-assembled brick-like nanostructures and a high degree
of orientation, which had the capability to reproducibly form a
full homogeneous functional coating upon the threads.
2.2. BSA/LCGO-Coated Nylon Threads. BSA/LCGO-

coated nylon threads were prepared in the following manner.
First, the plasma-treated nylon threads were drawn through a
three-dimensional (3D) printed well (inner chamber dimen-
sions: 1−3 mm width × 8 mm length × 2 mm height, see
Figure 1A) via two holes (300 μm in diameter), produced
using an Eden 260VS 3D printer (Stratasys, Minnesota), with
VeroClear as the build material and SUP707 as the support
material. The holes were designed to constrict the threads and
limit the leakage of solution via the wicking property of the
threads. For BSA functionalization, a 0.5 wt % BSA solution of
16−48 μL was then added into the well to fully cover the
immobilized threads, see Figure 1B (also shown in Supporting
Information Video 1). The BSA-coated nylon threads were
then dried in situ within a fume hood for 30 min. BSA is able
to strongly adsorb to both organic and inorganic materials,
including nylon, through hydrophobic (nonpolar) and hydro-
philic (polar) interactions,40 and has been shown previously as
a universal adhesive for improving the adsorption of LCGO
onto various surfaces.26 Next, a 1−3 mg mL−1 GO solution
(pH = 3.0−4.0) of 16−48 μL was pipetted into the well to
cover the BSA-coated nylon threads, with mild agitation to
enable the self-assembly of the GO nanosheets upon all of the
surfaces of the BSA-coated nylon, see Figure 1C (also shown in
Supporting Information Video 1). The LCGO/BSA-modified
nylon threads were then again dried in situ in a fume hood for
30 min before these threads were removed from the well. The
LCGO/BSA-coated regions (Figure 1D) on the threads were
clearly restricted to within the designed dimensions using this
new approach (see Supporting Information Table S1 and
Figures S1 and 1E), as opposed to less precise modification
methods reported previously.41 This modification technique
also provides a means for additional functionalization of

precise zones of the threads for their future use in simple and
cost-effective POC diagnostic platforms.
2.3. Electrofluidic Thread-Based Analytical Devices

(eTADs). The eTAD shown in Figure 2A consists of a
rectangular 3D-printed polylactic acid (PLA) base, two
platinum wires (30 μm in diameter) as electrodes, nylon
threads, and inlet- and outlet buffer reservoirs. The base (120
mm length × 80 mm width × 50 mm height) with two 3 mm
square holes (located on the left and right side of the base) was
accurately designed using SolidWorks CAD software (Solid-
Works Corp., Dassault Systemes, France) and was prepared
using a commercial desktop FELIX 3D FDM printer
(Nieuwegein, the Netherlands), to provide positions for the
installation of the buffer reservoirs. The buffer reservoirs
holding terminating electrolyte (TE) and leading electrolyte
(LE) buffers (Figure 2B) were also designed using SolidWorks
and printed using an Eden 260VS 3D printer (Stratasys,
Minnesota) with VeroClear as the build material and SUP707
as the support material. In accordance with our previous
work,17,20 assembly of the eTAD involved a two-stage process
(Figure 2). First, the buffer reservoirs were inserted into the
square holes of the PLA base to allow easy adjustment to the
desired thread length (32 mm). Second, the thread was
tightened via screws across to the holders of each buffer
reservoir. In all experiments, the threads were kept wet with
buffer solutions (LE) during the separation process.
2.4. Thread-Based (TB) Isotachophoresis (ITP) Oper-

ation. 5 mM TRIS/2.5 mM HEPES (pH 8.54) was used as
the terminating electrolyte (TE) solution, and 20 mM TRIS/
10 mM HCl (pH 8.53) as the leading electrolyte (LE) solution
for all ITP experiments. 0.1 wt % PVP was added into the LE
and TE solutions to eliminate the electroosmotic flow. The
nylon thread was loaded into the eTAD after it was presoaked
with the LE solution. The BSA/LCGO-coated zone was
located at a distance of 1 cm from the LE buffer reservoir for
the trapping of ITP focused DNA. Platinum (Pt) wires were
inserted into the capillary holes in the middle of each reservoir
to serve as polarizing electrodes. TE and LE buffers of 500 μL
were added into the TE (left chamber) and the LE reservoir
(right chamber), respectively. The TB-ITP experiments were
performed in positive mode with the anode in the inlet and the

Figure 2. Electrofluidic BSA/LCGO/nylon thread-based analytical device. (A) Schematic presentation of LCGO-coated eTAD. (B) Experimental
presentation of LCGO-coated eTAD setup. TE: terminating electrolyte and LE: leading electrolyte.
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cathode in the outlet buffer reservoir. Voltage or current was
applied using an in-house built 4-channel (0−5 kV) DC power
supply interfaced to a computer using a 12-Bit, 10 kS s−1
multifunction DAQ system (USB-6008 OEM, National
Instruments, Austin, Texas). Before applying any voltage or
current, the thread was wetted with 5 μL of the LE buffer and
then allowed to equilibrate for 1 min, reducing any capillary
action along the thread. Then, a 1 μL drop (by micro-pipette)
of 5.0 μM DNA solution (either ssDNA, cDNA, or dsDNA)
was applied directly onto the threads at 1.0 ± 0.1 cm from the
inlet reservoir. A constant current of 100 μA was applied to
initiate the ITP procedure, as low current reduces the
generation of Joule heating.42 Joule heating is problematic as
it can cause unwanted effects, such as water evaporation,
burnout of the thread itself, reduction of DNA fluorescence
due to reduced quantum yield of the fluorophore,30 and
inhibition of DNA hybridization. A USB microscope
AM4113T-GFBW (Dino-Lite Premier, Clarkson, WA, Aus-
tralia) equipped with a blue light-emitting diode for excitation
and a 510 nm emission filter was used to record the migration
along the thread and continuous focusing of the fluorescently
labeled DNA between the TE and LE. Fluorescence intensities
of images and videos were processed with ImageJ software,
analyzing the region of interest (ROI) and then monitoring the
mean fluorescence intensity value of the ROI versus time.
The composition of the fluorescent band eluted from

graphene after the hybridization experiment was examined
using a capillary electrophoresis-based fragment analyzer (5200
fragment analyzer, Agilent Technologies, California). In these
experiments, 5.0 μM × 1 μL ssDNA and 5.0 μM × 1 μL cDNA
were employed to carry out the hybridization experiments. The
eluted band was extracted from the thread by simply cutting
out the section of the thread where the band was focused and
extracting its contents in an Eppendorf tube, as described in
our previous report.20 Briefly, the collected section of the
thread was introduced into an empty 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube,
which was previously impaled such that only the contents of
the threads could be transferred out of it and not the actual
thread during centrifugation. The impaled tube was placed in a
receiving Eppendorf tube (2 mL) and centrifuged at 2000 rpm
for 5 min, where all of the contents were collected in the
receiving tube and analyzed with the fragment analyzer as is.
Any additional solvent was not used for extraction to minimize
any sample dilution. 2 μL of the extracted sample was analyzed
via a fragment analyzer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Preparation and Characterization of BSA/LCGO/

Nylon Threads. The BSA/LCGO/nylon threads were

fabricated in two consecutive steps: (i) threads were
functionalized with BSA molecules which introduced positive
charges on the surface of the nylon, (ii) a LCGO nanosheet
coating with negative charges was formed on the BSA-
functionalized nylon via electrostatic self-assembly.26 Some
color variations on the BSA/LCGO-coated areas were
observed, which was presumably due to variations in the
thickness of LCGO coating on the threads. In order to
investigate the homogeneity of the LCGO coating on the
threads, particularly for the areas with relatively bright colors,
the morphology of these functionalized zones was examined
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), shown in Figure 3.
From Figure 3, it can be seen that the impact of BSA on the
surface of nylon was visibly negligible (Figure 3B); however,
wrinkles, ripples, and even layer-like structures were clearly
observed on the surfaces of LCGO/BSA-coated nylon (Figure
3C). This was likely due to the wrapping of the LCGO
nanosheets, confirming strong electrostatic interaction between
the positively charged BSA-coated nylon and the negatively
charged LCGO sheets.
3.2. eTADs-ITP for DNA Hybridization. A BSA/LCGO/

nylon thread was used within an eTAD, employing an ITP-
based process for controlled DNA hybridization. The
procedure was composed of two main operations. The first
was ssDNA migration, focusing, and selective absorption on
GO at the BSA/LCGO-coated zone (Supporting Information
Video 2). The second was ssDNA desorption from GO via on-
surface hybridization with focused cDNA to form unretained
dsDNA (Supporting Information Video 3). Figure 4 shows
schematic and fluorescent images of the FAM-labeled ssDNA
adsorption process and its subsequent desorption as dsDNA
from the BSA/LCGO/nylon threads. In these experiments, 5.0
μM × 1 μL ssDNA, 5.0 μM × 1 μL cDNA, and LCGO/BSA-
coated (3 mm zone, loaded with 3 mg mL−1 LCGO solution)
nylon threads were employed to carry out the hybridization
experiments shown (see Supporting Information Table S2).
Figure 4A shows a fluorescent and schematic image of a nylon
thread with a BSA/LCGO-coated zone. Figure 4B shows a
highly fluorescent ITP focused ssDNA (FAM-tagged) band,
which was clearly observed on the thread. The bandwidth of
the sample plug remained constant while the applied field was
maintained. The mobility of the negatively charged ssDNA was
greater than HEPES (HEPES mobility: 23.50 cm2 V−1 s−1) and
less than Cl− (Cl− mobility: 79.10 cm2 V−1 s−1), which caused
the ssDNA to stack at the boundary between the TE and the
LE.20

Figure 4C−E illustrates how a highly fluorescent focused
ssDNA band migrates into the BSA/LCGO-coated zone, with
immediate quenching of the majority of fluorescence and the
subsequent emergence from the outlet side of the GO trap of a

Figure 3. SEM images of BSA/LCGO/nylon threads. (A) Uncoated nylon; (B) BSA-coated nylon; and (C) LCGO/BSA-coated nylon (1 mg
mL−1).
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Figure 4. Shows BSA/LCGO/nylon thread-based ITP approach for DNA hybridization. (A) Fluorescent and schematic image of a nylon thread
with a BSA/LCGO-coated zone. (B) Fluorescent and schematic image of a highly focused FAM-tagged ssDNA band on the nylon thread. (C)
Fluorescent and schematic image of the ssDNA band migrating to the BSA/LCGO-coated zone. (D) Fluorescent and schematic image of the
ssDNA band on the coated zone. (E) Fluorescent and schematic image of a narrow ssDNA band passing through the coated zone and migrating to
LE reservoir. (F) Fluorescent and schematic image of a cDNA band on the nylon thread. (G) Fluorescent and schematic image of the cDNA band
migrated to the coated zone where ssDNA was trapped. (H) Fluorescent and schematic image of a dsDNA band on nylon thread migrating to LE
reservoir. (I) Schematic representation of ssDNA, cDNA, and dsDNA. (J) Schematic representation of an isotachophoretically focused ssDNA
band on the nylon. (K) Schematic representation of an isotachophoretically focused ssDNA band on the LCGO/BSA-coated zone of the nylon.
(L) Schematic representation of an isotachophoretically focused cDNA band on the nylon. (M) Schematic representation of an
isotachophoretically focused ssDNA and cDNA band complexation on the LCGO/BSA-coated zone of the nylon. (N) Schematic representation
of an isotachophoretically focused dsDNA band on the nylon.
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low-intensity fluorescent band of unretained ssDNA. This is
also shown in Supporting Information Video 2. The migration
of the band was clearly observed, starting from the right of the
coated zone (shown in Figure 4C), then through the whole
zone (shown in Figure 4D), and ending up on the left (Figure
4E). It took approximately 5 min to complete the migration
procedure. As noted above, the fluorescence of ssDNA was
primarily quenched by the BSA/LCGO-coated zone upon
adsorption, even though both the GO and the ssDNA were
negatively charged. This is because the ssDNA is selectively
immobilized on the surface of GO layers through π−π
interactions between G or GO and the aromatic bases.29,43

In addition to DNA base stacking with the hydrophobic
domains, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic repulsion with
the oxygen-rich domains are also likely to occur.44

Figure 4F−H shows a process under which a nontagged
cDNA band was loaded, focused, and driven to migrate into
the coated zone. A very weak fluorescence band (Figure 4F)
was gradually observed during the migration due to the
interaction between cDNA and the remaining ssDNA on the
thread. However, Figure 4H then shows a strongly fluorescent
band clearly reappearing at the left of the coated zone, and the
band was further driven to migrate into the LE reservoir. This
band represents the now fluorescently tagged dsDNA formed
via surface hybridization on the GO trap (see Supporting
Information Video 3). Upon forming dsDNA, the DNA bases
are hidden within the helical structure and no longer available
for surface binding, resulting in release from the GO trap due
to the disruption of hydrophobic interactions. Only the
negatively charged phosphate groups remain exposed.29,30

Therefore, after the ssDNA hybridizes with its cDNA to form
dsDNA, the FAM fluorescence of ssDNA remains.
To verify that the migrating fluorescently labeled band

exiting the GO was indeed majoritively dsDNA, the migrating
band was cut from the thread, extracted from the thread, and
analyzed using a capillary electrophoresis-based fragment
analyzer (as described in Section 2.4 above). The results of
this confirmatory analysis (see Supporting Information Figure
S2) on the extracted fluorescent band showed the presence of
60% dsDNA and 20% of each ssDNA and cDNA, thereby
confirming hybridization.
It was also observed that there was a clear fluorescent

intensity difference before and after the ssDNA band migrated
through the GO-coated zone. Figure 5A shows the intensity
differences of the ssDNA band with and without adsorption
onto GO. The quenching kinetics were fairly fast, with the vast
majority of fluorescence quenching taking place. Figure 5B also
suggests that the fluorescence quenching within the coated
zone is directly related to the amount of ssDNA adsorbed.
When the amount of ssDNA (such as 5 μM × 1 μL) was more
than the absorption capacity of the coated zone, the extra
ssDNA continued to migrate to the inlet reservoir after passing
through the zone (shown in Supporting Information Video 2)
in this case. When the amount of ssDNA (such as 0.05 μM × 1
μL) was less than the capacity of the coated zone, the ssDNA
was fully adsorbed and quenched, which is shown in
Supporting Information Video 4. However, when the amount
of ssDNA is significantly less than the capacity of the coated
zone, both ssDNA and cDNA would be trapped, which
compromises the formation of dsDNA and then reduces the
fluorescent detection efficiency. The two parameters (the
amount of DNA and the capacity of the LCGO-coated zone)
therefore can be used when it comes to optimizing the desired

design and sensing performance for eTADs under develop-
ment. For example, 1 mg mL−1 loaded�1 mm length LCGO/
BSA-coated nylon would be suitable to investigate the DNA
hybridization microarrays at low concentrations (such as 0.01
μM), while 3 mg mL−1 loaded�3 mm length LCGO/BSA-
coated nylon can be adapted for hybridizing DNA at higher
concentration (such as 5 μM).
In addition, it should be noted that the fluorescence of

ssDNA before adsorption was more intensive than after
desorption (see Figure 5A). This indicates that a certain
amount of the ssDNA was still adsorbed or trapped by the GO
within the coated zone. To further investigate whether the
desorption of ssDNA was fully completed, cDNA was
repeatedly added onto the thread. Figure 6 shows that
desorption of the ssDNA (as dsDNA) remained evident
even after the cDNA was loaded three times, from the
observation of the fluorescence band. The intensity and width
of the fluorescent band reduced gradually with multiple loads
of cDNA. This suggests that ssDNA that was previously
trapped by the GO was gradually released as a part of the

Figure 5. (A) Fluorescent intensity (represented by gray value) of
ssDNA on (red) and off (black) the LCGO/BSA-coated zone. The
fluorescent intensity of dsDNA (olive) after the desorption of ssDNA
from the LCGO/BSA-coated zone due to complexing with cDNA
(blue). (B) Absorption efficiency of 3 mg mL−1−3 mm LCGO/BSA-
coated zone vs the amount of the loaded ssDNA.
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formed dsDNA. This observation may help to optimize GO-
based thread approaches for DNA detection and analysis for
future applications.
Furthermore, compared to ssDNA, GO has a low sorption

affinity toward dsDNA.30 This means that the binding between
dsDNA and GO is weak, and dsDNA is more likely to migrate
through the coated zone. In order to investigate the interaction
between dsDNA and GO, 1 μL of dsDNA (formed by mixing
5.0 μM ssDNA with 5.0 μM cDNA at room temperature) was
employed under the same experimental conditions as ssDNA.
The fluorescence intensity of the dsDNA band exhibited a
relatively small change before and after migrating through the
coated zone (see Supporting Information Video 5). This
demonstrates that the dsDNA migrated through the coated
zone without being obviously trapped. This further indicates
that the migration of dsDNA would occur quickly through the
coated zone once it is formed from hybridization.

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION
In this study, a novel LCGO-coated nylon thread-based
electrofluidic approach was demonstrated for DNA hybrid-
ization using ITP. At this proof of principle development stage,

the results were very promising, which leaves scope for
optimization and developments toward possible applications.
First of all, as this approach is at its initial development state,
potential improvements for further work would aim to
investigate the interaction between ssDNA and its mismatched
DNA (such as single-base mismatched and completely
mismatched sequences) to further demonstrate its selectivity.
Also, it would be worth investigating whether other effects
(such as the number of DNA bases and the kinetics of the
DNA adsorption/desorption30) would affect the procedure of
DNA hybridization (such as the hybridization time, hybrid-
ization specificity, and sensitivity). For potential applications,
the approach demonstrated here presents a potential strategy
for the development of flexible biosensors for POC diagnostics
and health state monitoring.45,46 Furthermore, LCGO-coated
biocompatible threads provide more possibilities to be
integrated into smart wearable systems (SWSs) and implant-
able diagnostic devices (IDDs) that are capable of in situ
sample collection for diagnosing and treating diseases.47 As
reduced LCGO-coated threads can also be electrically
conductive, significant opportunities to develop bipolar
electrode zones for bipolar electrochemical analysis of DNA
are also possible.48

5. CONCLUSIONS
A simple and feasible method to fabricate sectionally surface-
functionalized nylon threads using LCGO was demonstrated.
LCGO/nylon threads were obtained from LCGO wrapping
with BSA via electrostatic self-assembly. BSA served as a
universal adhesive to improve the GO sheets wrapping onto
the nylon. LCGO/BSA/nylon threads were then integrated
into the eTAD for DNA hybridization through the electro-
fluidic assay due to the selective interactions between the
ssDNA and dsDNA and the GO. Furthermore, ITP was
employed on these functional threads to preconcentrate DNA
to increase the speed and sensitivity of the on-thread DNA
hybridization. It was demonstrated that the LCGO/BSA-
coated zone produced significant fluorescence quenching as
well as great sorption affinity toward ssDNA. cDNA played a
key role in the desorption of ssDNA from functional regions
after complexing with ssDNA to form dsDNA. The approach
demonstrated here provides a simple and potentially high-
throughput analysis method for rapid and selective DNA
hybridization and screening.
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Figure 6. (A) Fluorescent images of the desorption of ssDNA (as
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intensity of dsDNA after the desorption of ssDNA from the LCGO/
BSA-coated zone with three sequential loads of cDNA (Supporting
Information Table 2 shows more information about the steps of the
DNA hybridization procedure).
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